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        Ready for dispatch in under 24hOne month free of charge
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                                    › Ready for dispatch in under 24h                                
	
                                    › one month right of withdrawal                                
	
                                    › Payments via PayPal or credit cards                                


                        

                        
   
      
         
         Ready for dispatch in under 24h
         
            On business days (not including Saturday) we will ship the same day if you order before 3pm.

         
      

      
         
         One month cancellation right
         
            You may return your order up to one month after ordering and will get your money back immediately.

         
      

      
         
         Top Customer Service
         
            Trusted Shops is an independent survey provider showing almost 100% customer satisfaction for us. For more information see here

         
      

      
         
         Payment with invoice possible
         
            For a small fee of EUR 2 you can pay 14 days after delivery.

         
      

      
         
         Express shipment possible
         
            For an additional EUR 9,90 we will ship next day before 12pm if you order before 3pm and in Germany.

         
      

             
         
         7 different payment methods
         
            You can pay per invoice, debit, prepayment, credit card, PayPal, cash on delivery or cash on site.

         
      

      
         
         Gift wrapping
         
            In the shopping cart, you can choose gift wrapping for all of your items.

         
      

      
         
         Free message
         
            When ordering, you can choose if you want us to attach a message instead of the invoice. 
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                Your shopping cart is empty.

              

              Checkout
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            We are terribly sorry, but we couldn't find the page you were looking for.

            Maybe you'll find what you're looking for among our bestsellers?
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                  410 DKK   
                                
                  lade...
               
                            
      
         
            The SoundRacer makes even the smallest car sound like a race car!         
    
    
      
         SoundRacer X
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                  149 DKK   
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            Refillable box to store tissues, just the way Sheldon likes it!         
    
    
      
         Magic Cube Tissue Box from The Big Bang Theory
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            This necklace is a great token of friendship.         
    
    
      
         Star Trek friendship necklace Kirk and Spock
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                        Fair Geek Wear
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         Intelligence - Stephen Hawking Quote T-Shirt
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            Anyone can dance their name. Real nerds dance functions!         
    
    
      
         Maths Dance T-Shirt
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            Überraschungsbox für Gamer mit 56 % Ersparnis im Vergleich zum Einzelpreis!         
    
    
      
         Gamer Loot Drop
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                        Fair Geek Wear
                     
                               
      
         
            You are your own worst enemy – especially when it comes to programming!         
    
    
      
         Debugging T-Shirt
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            Quantum physics condensed into a single t-shirt!         
    
    
      
         Schrödinger's Cat Glow in the Dark T-Shirt
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            This wrist watch displays the time in binary mode.         
    
    
      
         Binary Wrist Watch
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            You can now immerse yourself in foreign worlds between your books instead of between book covers!         
    
    
      
         Tiny Bookshelf House Wood Construction Kit
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                  186 DKK   
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            Grow basil, tomatoes and cucumbers in this gel, as used in space!         
    
    
      
         Plantarium Garden Lab
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                  75 DKK   
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            It's 5 to 12 and you still haven't chosen a present... Who hasn't experienced this before?!          
    
    
      
         Gift Voucher
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                        0€
                    

                    
                        Enter coupon code

                        1337H4X0R
                        in the shopping cart to allow a discount.

                    

                    
                

            

            
                The offer is valid with a minimum order of 5 EUR.                    

                    This includes a surcharge of 3EUR.In addition we charge 3,95 EUR for shipping.                    

                    If you order this tee, you`ll have to pay 9,95 EUR (including shipping).                 

            

        

        
            
                ×
                
                    Discard shopping cart?                

            

            
                
                    
                        You still have items in your shopping cart, if you give us your email address, we will send you a link with which you can later restore your shopping cart.

                        
                            Email address:
                            Send
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Your privacy is important to us!
        
            We respect your privacy. Therefore we have reduced the data collection on this website to a minimum. To enable us to evaluate which advertisements are well received by our customers, we evaluate them anonymously. We use cookies and a so-called Facebook pixel for this purpose.  Do you want to know more details or disagree? Then take a look at our            privacy policy
        

        
                    
                Notwendige
                
                                        
                
                Cookies, die notwendig sind, um die Funktionalität der Webseite sicherzustellen.

            
                        
                Werbebezogen
                
                                        
                
                Ermöglicht das Speichern werbebezogener Daten, z. B. Cookies.

            
                        
                Nutzer
                
                                        
                
                Legt die Einwilligung zum Senden von Nutzerdaten an Google für Online-Werbezwecke fest.

            
                        
                Anzeigen
                
                                        
                
                Legt die Einwilligung für personalisierte Anzeigen fest

            
                        
                Analyse
                
                                        
                
                Ermöglicht das Speichern von analysebezogenen Daten wie Cookies (z. B. Besuchsdauer)

            
                        
                Personalisierung
                
                                        
                
                Ermöglicht das Speichern von Personalisierungen (z. B. Videoempfehlungen)

            
                        
                Sicherheit
                
                                        
                
                Ermöglicht das Speichern sicherheitsrelevanter Daten, z. B. für Authentifizierungsfunktionen, Betrugsprävention und sonstige Schutzmechanismen für Nutzer

            
                        
                Marketing
                
                                        
                
                Cookies, die notwendig sind, damit ihr personalisierte Werbung erhalten könnt, sodass ihr unsere Produkte vorgeschlagen bekommt.

            
                    

        
            Auswählen
            Auswahl Zustimmen
            Notwendigen Zustimmen
            Allen Zustimmen
        

    

    
        
            
                
                
                    
                         getDigital Nerd Community
                            We at getDigital love being nerds! That's why we've created the Nerd Community.

                                        


                
                    
                                                	getDigital Team Blog                                    »
	Customer Shots                                    »
	Partner Shirts                                    »


                        
                            Show me the whole community
                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        

                        E-Mail News
                        Subscribe now and get info about new products, bargains and campaigns once a week.


                        Almost done! Have a look in your mailbox. You've got an e-mail with a link - please click it to confirm your subscription.

                        Oh no! Your e-mail address seems to be invalid.

                        Oops! Sorry. Something seems to have gone wrong. Please try again later, will you?



                        
                            
                                

                                Subscribe
                                
                                

                            

                        

                        You'll receive our newsletter approx. 4 times a month, which contains info about new products or other news regarding our gadgets and clothes. You can unsubscribe at any time on our website.
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                	Stern & Schatz GmbH
	Barkauer Str. 121
	24145 Kiel
	Deutschland
	+49 (0) 431 590 7845
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